
YKC Rally Competition 

Saturday 7th March 

Dog Activities Ring, Hall 3, at 4pm 

Please come and support the competitors! 

 

Lara and Browse 

 

Lara is 16 and Browse is 12 years old and was rehomed by Lara four years ago.  They love competing 

together in Rally and Competitive Obedience and Browse really enjoys learning new tricks. 

Keris and Teazer 

 

Keris is 13 and Teazer is 7 years old. Keris and Teazer became inseparable since we rescued her at 8 

months and she was Keris's 6th birthday present. They are best friends and Teazer has been there for 



Keris, making her smile and laugh brightening up any day. They compete in a variety of disciplines; Rally 

Agility, Flyball, Canicross and Bikejor. Keris's greatest achievement is competing at Crufts. When relaxing 

Teazer loves to roll in the stuff cows leave behind! 

Briar and Bramble 

 

Briar is 24 and Bramble is 22 months and they've been doing Rally since May last year. Bramble's main 

job is as Briar’s multipurpose assistance dog but as well as Rally they also enjoy Competitive Obedience, 

HTM, Freestyle and Disc dog! Bramble loves being out working and is mature and reliable on the job, but 

he is a typical goofy Goldie off duty and loves squirming on his back and doing zoomies, preferably in 

mud! 

 

Suzanna and Frankie 

 



Suzanna is 12 and Frankie is a 5-year-old rescue, who she has had for 10 months.  They only started 

training for Rally around 5 months ago, so are very new to it.  Suzanna has always wanted a Pug and 

feels that Frankie, aka “Funtime Frankie” is her dream dog. 

 

Bobbie and Jakey 

 

Bobbie is 13 and Jakey is a 7 year old Crossbreed.  They have competed in several disciplines in the YKC, 

including Rally, Competitive Obedience and Crossbreed handling.  Bobbie describes Jakey as her dog of a 

lifetime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Judge: Ann Nash 

 

Ann has spent a lifetime involved in training and breeding dogs and has run a successful dog training and 

behaviour business since 1997 helping people to achieve a better understanding and bond in order to 

have a dog that is an absolute pleasure to own. 

 

Ann has always taken a great interest in Rally, with its amazing diversity in variety of breeds taking part, 

giving everyone the opportunity to let their dogs shine in a friendly supportive atmosphere. 

 

Competing and teaching rally since 2010, Ann was one of the first handlers to qualify a dog at 

RL6.Excellent with her Rottweiler Youbie, in 2014, and has since qualified her Rottweiler Kato and 

Labrador Puk RL6.Ex.  Ann was honoured to have been selected as part of the Crufts Activities Rally 

Demonstration Display Teams with her three dogs plus making it into the Main Ring. 

 

Ann is a Kennel Club qualified Rally judge at all levels and an examiner for the KCGCDS and has 

certificates from canine psychology to advanced canine aggression and has been a lecturer at Filton 

College Bristol covering canine training, grooming welfare, care and management. She has travelled 

extensively to help dogs particularly with behaviour issues. 

 

We wish Ann and her team, plus all the competitors a brilliant day! 


